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Abstract—Dengue is a mosquito-borne tropical disease caused by one of the four serotypes of dengue virus. There are about 2.5 billion people living in endemic areas. The potential influence of environmental and climatic factors on the transmission of mosquito-borne diseases are expected in many situations but the exact real influences of climatic variables remain uncertain in most of the cases. In the present study, we applied the Granger causality to analyze the relation between climatic variables and the monthly incidences of dengue syndromes in Vietnam for 64 provinces from 1994 to 2010. The experimental results show a close relationship between climatic factors and dengue incidence in each province and their neighbourhoods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dengue fever is the first human arbovirose and is widely prevalent in tropical countries. According to the World Health Organisation (WHO, 2007), about 40% of global population in 112 countries in the world is exposed to the virus. There is an estimate of 390 million new infections every year [1]. A number of studies have aimed at characterizing the influences of climate, human demography and behaviour on the epidemiology of infectious diseases, using different methodologies. Zhang et al. [2], Cumming et al. [3], Barreto et al. [4] have used mathematical models to investigate the effect of climate change, demographic transition and the urban structure on the transmission of dengue fever. An overall result is that the quantitative relationships between climate and vector-borne diseases are inconsistent between different studies. Some evidence has a strong relationship between dengue incidence and El Niño in the Pacific islands [5], [6] and in Thailand [7], whereas other found that increasing population density and inadequate water source are the main drivers of dengue epidemiology [8], [9].

In analysing the monthly data of dengue hemorrhagic fever (DHF) in Thailand from 1983 to 1997, Cumming et al. [10] showed that rural areas with low population density can also experienced serious epidemics.

Southeast Asia is a region of particular intense dengue circulation [11], and this is the case also for Vietnam. Vietnam has this additional particularity of having an important diversity of climates on a relatively small area (330,000 km²). This climatic diversity is generated by a wide latitudinal range orthogonal to a large range of elevations from sea level on the East coast to more than 3,000 m on the West border. Schmidt et al. [12] performed a cohort study and a spatial analysis in Vietnam and showed that the risk of dengue fever was higher in rural areas with poor water supply than in urban areas with high population densities. Do and collaborators [13], [14] studied dengue fever in the city of Hanoi between 2004 and 2009 and evidenced a strong seasonality of dengue epidemiology with high incidences between June and November, which is the rainy season that also corresponds to high temperatures.

Further, they used wavelet decomposition to detect and quantify the periodicity of dengue between January 1994 and June 2009 and to describe the profile of synchrony in time and space. They also used this method to explore the relationship between dengue incidence and the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), and found a strong non-stationary association between ENSO indices and climatic variables for the period of 2-3 years.

All the studies performed in Vietnam and summarized above are carried out at a small spatial scale and thus do not encompass the great spatial variability of climates that is found in Vietnam. In this paper, we present the first analysis on the relationship between climate and dengue syndromes conducted at the scale of the whole country of Vietnam. Furthermore, we explore, for the first time to our knowledge, the potential of the Granger causality methodology to identify causal relationships between climatic variables and infectious diseases epidemiology. The analysis is based on monthly time series of incidence of dengue syndromes in 64 provinces and 7 climatic variables from 67 climatic stations.
II. DATA AND METHODS

A. Data

The number of DHF cases used in this research are the monthly report of 64 provinces of Vietnam [11], [17] from January 1998 to September 2010. Monthly climatic data in 67 climatic stations are also collected from the same time period and contain 7 different variables: average, maximal and minimal temperatures, absolute and relative humidities, rainfall and hours of sunshine. Global Administrative Areas (GADM, www.gadm.org) data of Vietnam were used for geography visualisation. Population sizes per province from the census of 2009 were retrieved from the General Statistics Office of Vietnam (GSO, www.gso.gov.vn).

B. Method

Granger has defined a concept of causality based on the concept of vector autoregression (VAR) models that have been widely used in recent years. This method consists in a statistical test to determine the relationships between time series by measuring the ability to predict the future values of a time series using prior values of another time series. The key idea of Granger Causality Analysis (GCA) is that “Y is causing X, if we are better able to predict X, using all available information than if the information apart from Y had been used” [18], [19]. If this condition is satisfied, it means that Y contains exclusive information that is not present in all the other times series and that this information is useful to predict the time series X of interest.

Granger causality relationship is based on two principles:

- The cause happens prior its effect;
- The cause produces unique changes in the effect. In other words, the causal time series contains unique information about the effect time series that is not available otherwise.

Let I(t) be the set of information containing all the relevant information in the universe available up to time t and I−X(t) is the set of all information in the universe excluding X up to time t. Giving two time series X and Y, Granger proposed to test the following hypothesis for identification of a causal effect of X on Y:

\[ P[Y(t+1) \in A[I(t)]] \neq P[Y(t+1) \in A[I−X(t)]] \]

where \( P \) denotes a probability and A is an arbitrary non-empty set. If we can prove the above hypothesis or if we can reject the null hypothesis

\[ P[Y(t+1) \in A[I(t)]] = P[Y(t+1) \in A[I−X(t)]] \]

we say that X Granger-causes Y.

More specifically, consider two stationary time series \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \) with a linear autoregressive model:

\[
X_1(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{p} A_{11j} X_1(t-j) + \sum_{j=1}^{p} A_{12j} X_2(t-j) + E_1(t) \\
X_2(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{p} A_{21j} X_1(t-j) + \sum_{j=1}^{p} A_{22j} X_2(t-j) + E_2(t)
\]

(1)

where \( p \) is the maximum number of lagged observation included in the model, \( A \) is the matrix containing the coefficients of the model (e.g. the contributions of each lagged observations) of the predicted values of \( X_1(t) \) and \( X_2(t) \). \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \) are predictions errors for each time series. If the variance of \( E_1 \) (or \( E_2 \)) is reduced by the inclusion of the \( X_2 \) (or \( X_1 \)) then it is said that \( X_2 \) (or \( X_1 \)) Granger-causes \( X_1 \) (or \( X_2 \)).

In other words, \( X_2 \) Granger-cause \( X_1 \) if the coefficient \( A_{12} \) are significantly different from zero. This can be tested by performing an F-test of the null hypothesis that \( A_{12} = 0 \), given the assumption of covariance stationarity on \( X_1(t) \) and \( X_2(t) \). The magnitude of a G-causality interaction can be estimated by the logarithm of the corresponding F-statistic [20].

The Granger causality framework can be extend to solve the multivariable problem: given p time series, \( X_1, X_2, ..., X_{p−1}, X_p \), we are interested in identifying which time series Granger cause \( X_1 \). There are two ways to solve this problem:

- Examining the pairwise relationships in each pair of time series;
- Performing a vector autoregression as:

\[ X_1(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{p} A_{i,j} X_1^{lagged}(t) + E \]  

(2)

where \( X_1^{lagged} = [X_1(t-L), \ldots, X_1(t-1)] \) is the lagged time series and \( A_{i,j} \) is the coefficient vector. Then we test whether \( A_{i,j} \) are significantly different from zero. A time series \( X_i \) is called a Granger cause of another time series \( X_j \) if at least one of the elements \( A_{i,j} \) for \( L = 1, \ldots, p \) is significantly larger than zero.

We applied this methodology to climatic and dengue incidence data in Vietnam from January 1998 to September 2010. Monthly numbers of new dengue cases in each province were divided by the province population size. Both dengue incidence and climatic time series were then linearly interpolated for missing values and normalised. We applied the Granger causality to analyse the relationship between DHF incidence and climatic variables in each of the 64 provinces of Vietnam. The original Granger causality test was performed using the `vars` R package [21]. Each province was matched to the closest climatic station to its population centroid. In a first step we performed a Granger causality test to find out the influence of climatic factors on dengue incidence for each province. In a second step, we added to the analysis dengue incidences in neighbouring provinces as potential Granger-causes of dengue epidemiology in the focal province. Neighbouring provinces where identified as the ones being directly adjacent to the focal province.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the infection rates of dengue for each month, averaged over the 13 years of the study period and figure 2 shows the same for the 7 climatic variables of the 63 climatic stations of Vietnam. We can see that the means of infection rate strongly increases between June and November in many provinces in the southern and south-central areas.
During this period of time, the three temperature variables (maximal, minimal and average) also dramatically raises and reach their nadir in June and July (the middle of rainy season), before decreasing from August to December (the end of rainy season and the beginning of dry season). During the rainy season (from May to October), rainfall and relative humidity rapidly increase while the number of hours of sunshine strongly decrease.

The apparent change of climatic factors and the increase of dengue incidence between June and November may have some relationship. To investigate this formally, we applied the Granger causality test to test their causal relationships. First we analysed the relationship between each climatic factor and dengue incidence for each province in Vietnam. For each province, we tested the null hypothesis $H_0$ that the climatic factor does not Granger-cause the dengue epidemiology. Figure 3 presents the output of the test at the $\alpha = 0.05$ threshold for each climatic variable and each province. The results in this figure 3 suggest that:

- temperature strongly impacts dengue incidence, mostly in the central and south areas of Vietnam;
- rainfall and relative humidity weakly impact dengue incidence in some provinces;
- hours of sunshine strongly impact on the influence of the central area.

Accounting for the dengue incidence in the neighbouring provinces, figure 4 shows overall the same results as figure 3, the only difference being that the number of provinces for which the test is significant is slightly lower. Figure 5 and figure 6 shows the p-values of the result of two tests.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our analysis presents an overview of the influence of several climatic factors on DHF incidence in 64 provinces of Vietnam from January 1998 to September 2010. We show that temperatures strongly impact dengue incidence in most of the provinces and that rainfall and relative humidity impact dengue incidence too but in some scattered provinces. The number of hours of sunshine strongly impacts the incidence in the central area. Furthermore, accounting for dengue incidence in the neighbouring countries did not substantially affect the results. The fact that temperature and hours of sunshine strongly impact dengue incidence suggests that these climatic factors have a strong influence on the dynamics of the mosquitoes population. This is not surprising since effect of temperature on the mosquito population dynamics has been shown both in field and experimental studies [22]–[26]. The effect of sunshine may be more surprising. However, it may not be a direct effect but simply a confounding one due to the fact that hours of sunshine and rainfall are (as expected) negatively correlated. Finally, the fact that including incidence in neighbouring provinces to the analysis does not substantially affect the results suggests that dengue local dynamics are more affected by local drivers (such as environmental and climatic ones) than by a spatial dynamics of the diseases between provinces.

This study greatly exemplifies the potential of the use of Granger causality in epidemiology in order to unravel epidemiological drivers and to weigh the effects of local versus distal such drivers. Future work includes an extensive use on Grange causality on a much broader Asian dataset so as to further analysis the relationships between Climatic Factors and Dengue Fever at a broader scale and for different Asiatic countries.
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Fig. 1: Dengue incidence by month and province in Vietnam averaged over the 13 years from January 1998 to September 2010.

Fig. 2: Variations of the 7 climatic variables by month and climatic stations averaged over the 13 years from January 1998 to September 2010.
Fig. 3: Results of the Granger causality test for each climatic variable and each province. Green indicates the provinces for which the test is significant at the $\alpha = 0.05$ level, grey indicates the provinces for which the test is not significant and white indicates provinces for which the test could not be performed because of lack of data.

Fig. 4: Same as figure 3, adding dengue incidence in the neighbouring provinces as a potential Granger-cause of the dengue epidemiology in the focal province. The colour code is the same as for figure 3.

Fig. 5: Same as figure 3, showing the actual values of the p-values.

Fig. 6: Same as figure 3, showing the actual values of the p-values.